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Abstract: In the Lithuanian music of the twentieth century, one can clearly notice a cae-
sura drawn by sociopolitical events which split the national culture in two parts both in 
terms of time and space. In the 1940s, most of the pre-war modernist composers appeared 
in exile. Graduates of the Paris, Berlin, and Prague Schools and founders of the ISCM 
Lithuanian Section who mainly settled down in the USA tried to adapt to the different 
musical and sociocultural reality which strongly affected the change in their creative orien-
tations. Due to the broken relations with European centres of modern music, the conserva-
tive cultural environment of Lithuanian emigrants and subsequent unsuccessful attempts 
to participate in the inf luential American music scene resulted in cultural isolation that 
significantly inf luenced the post-war music development, among others, that of composer 
and pianist Vytautas Bacevičius (1905–1970), the most prominent figure in Lithuanian 
emigration. An offspring of a mixed Lithuanian-Polish family and a representative of 
the Paris School moved to New York in 1940 and lived there as a refugee almost till the 
end of his life (he was granted citizenship as late as in 1967). Like many other European 
emigrant composers, being brought up in the cult of elitist art, he perceived egalitarian-
ism of the American art as a personal menace. Since late 1950s, Bacevičius abandoned 
the strategies to adapt to American cultural environment and turned towards a unique 
conception of cosmic music, thus rethinking his early experiences of atonal music during 
the era of second avant-garde inspirations. The opus magnum of his late creative period – 
Graphique for symphony orchestra (1964) – is an emblematic composition devised as the 
first opus of the never-completed series of nine symphonic compositions entitled Sahasrara 
Chakra. The article focuses on the discovery of the conceptual and sonic analogies of the 
late cosmic music developed by Bacevičius in the pursuits of the twentieth-century musica 
mundana, obviously associated with Olivier Messiaen and Edgard Varèse, the figures 
venerated by the Lithuanian composer. In addition, Bacevičius’ late cosmic music is dis-
cussed as a cultural strategy of escapism symptomatic of European emigrant composers of 
the same generation settled in USA.
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emigration of Lithuanian musicians to the usa is a phenomenon of broad histori-
cal coverage: the first cultural workers-emigrants from Lithuania moved to North 
america as early as in the seventieth century, and another two waves of mass emi-
gration were recorded in the late nineteenth – early twentieth centuries and in the 
1940s. those waves of emigration were predetermined by different reasons, eco-
nomic in the first, and political in the second case. in the early twentieth century, 
around 7,000 to 25,000 Lithuanians arrived in the usa each year; thus, before 
world war i, about one quarter of the Lithuanian population had immigrated to 
the said country. in the 1940s the first and the second soviet occupations of Lithu-
ania and world war ii led to a politically motivated f low of emigration. although 
different historical sources provide different data, historians believe that over the 
period in question Lithuania lost around a quarter of its population (which in 1940 
amounted to about 3 million). 

after world war ii, the majority of the new wave of Lithuanian political refu-
gees gathered in the usa: in accordance with the official data, around 30,000, with 
quite a few artists among them.1 in the afterwar period, famous prewar modernist 
composers, outstanding representatives of the opera, conductors, and performers 
settled down in the usa. a large part of them belonged to the middle age and the 
young generations who during the interwar years had acquired musical education 
in prestigious centres of music in western europe. among them, three compos-
ers stood out: Vytautas Bacevičius (1905–1970), Jeronimas kačinskas (1907–2005), 
and Vladas Jakubėnas (1904–1976), the most prominent figures of Lithuanian mu-
sic of the 1930s. educated in Berlin, prague, and paris, in 1936, they set up an 
iscm Lithuanian section and integrated into the international movement of mod-
ern music. the creative destinies of the three composers in the usa were very 
different and simultaneously symptomatic, if we consider the cases of Lithuanian 
musicians in a more general context of european musician emigration. as Brigid 
cohen has written, “many of the practices of modernism have been the work of 
the exiles, émigrés, and refugees. [...] yet despite the clear centrality of displace-
ment to modernist narratives, questions of migration are notably not addressed 
in prevailing in theories of musical modernism, and they are only marginally in 
many histories of the musical avant-garde”.2

1 cf. danutė petrauskaitė: Lietuvių muzikinės kultūra Jungtinėse Amerikos Valstijose 1870–1990: tautinės 
tapatybės kontūrai [Lithuanian music culture in the united states of america 1870–1990: the con-
tours of National identity] (Vilnius: Vda, 2015), 34.

2 Brigid cohen: “musical modernism beyond the Nation: the case of stefan wolpe”, in: Crosscur-
rents. American and European Music in Interaction, 1900–2000, eds. Felix meyer, carol J. oja, wolf-
gang rathert, anne c. shreffler (woodbrige, rochester: the Boydell press, 2014), 197.
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Figure 1. Vytautas Bacevičius in chicago, 1940 (Lithuanian archive of Literature and art)

From this perspective, i chose Vytautas Bacevičius, the most controversial 
figure among Lithuanian immigrants, for a more detailed analysis. His musical 
career in emigration was particularly strongly affected by the political tensions 
of the cold war, even though the composer was not a political refugee. in 1938, 
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he went on a tour to south america. caught up by political changes and world 
war ii, he moved to New york and lived there until his death in 1970. Vytautas 
Bacevičius is an especially convenient figure for the discussion and verification 
of a typical range of questions applied to emigration, based on a popular model 
of assimilation and resistance. i shall discuss the appropriateness and the limita-
tions of the model from three perspectives: political, cultural, and musical. those 
perspectives can be formulated as reconfiguration of diverse identities to analyse 
the artist’s choices in a new political and sociocultural reality based on the in-
terplay of political, cultural, and artistic positioning (political engagement vs. 
political indifference; cosmopolitanism vs. nationalism; artistic strategies of in-
novation vs. conformism). However, particularly during the cold war period, 
the cultural and musical stance of composers was greatly affected by political pro-
cesses. therefore, the political, cultural, and artistic identities of musicians who 
found themselves on the different sides of the ideological confrontation were not 
some detached fields of creative agency, but rather hybrid, constantly recreated 
identification complexes. By several convincing examples, daniel Fosler Lussier 
illustrated the interaction of political fears and artistic choices, typical of the 
musical expression of the young generation of composers (and especially those 
related to darmstadt mainstream) after world war ii.3 Not only the choice of 
compositional techniques, but also the relation to the pre-war musical tradition 
acquired a political connotation. in that context, Vytautas Bacevičius, just like 
other inter-war modernists, had to critically revise his artistic and stylistic stance. 
simultaneously, an opposite trend cannot be ignored: the composer’s cultural and 
artistic attitude undoubtedly affected his position with respect to the confronta-
tion of political powers. therefore, i shall discuss the interaction of the politi-
cal, cultural, and artistic identities of the Lithuanian composer as the aspects of 
changing hybrid identifications.

Vytautas BaceVičius aNd LitHuaNiaN immigraNts  
iN tHe usa: poLiticaL diVides 

Like other ethnic groups that emigrated from eastern europe to the usa, Lithu-
anian immigrants were severely fragmented by political affiliation. the most nu-
merous segment of the new wave of immigrants were refugees who escaped from 
the soviet occupation, who demanded non-recognition of Lithuania’s annexation, 
and who took a tough stance against the ussr. For a long time, they avoided any 

3 daniel Fosler-Lussier: Music Divided. Bartók’s Legacy in Cold War Culture (Berkeley, Los angeles, 
London: university of california press, 2007), 38–46.  
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contact with soviet Lithuania.4 the said right-wing community that predomina-
ted in exile was opposed by liberal intellectuals who started visiting soviet Lithu-
ania in the years of political liberalisation in the ussr. the left-wing group that 
formed from the supporters of socialist ideas in the first waves of immigrants was 
particularly scanty; as early as before world war ii, they became “advocates” of 
the political line of the ussr. 

unlike the majority of the right-wing musicians, Bacevičius was politically 
neutral and could even be called a political opportunist. He saw different political 
powers as a tool to develop his artistic career. For that reason, as early as in 1938 
in argentina he established contacts with the left-wing representatives, and, after 
moving to the usa in 1940, he took advantage of the help of both Lithuanian 
communists and the embassy of the ussr to organise concerts at carnegie Hall 
and to get established in american musical life. Likewise, without any significant 
political engagement, in later years he took part in anti-soviet events and concerts 
to support the newly created state of israel or wrote musical compositions to glo-
rify american nations. although in the middle of world war ii he renounced his 
relationships with the soviet union or the left-wing activists, due to the previous 
short-term f lirtation he was rejected by Lithuanian immigrants, mistrusted by the 
usa government, suffered during the mccarthyism period, and lived in constant 
tension and fear of imaginary kgB repressions. For political reasons, he received a 
permanent us resident status as late as in 1960, and the us citizenship in 1967. in 
the interwar period, Bacevičius made great efforts to get established in european 
musical scenes as a pianist, however, the impossibility to leave the usa nullified 
his previous professional experience and severely restricted his artistic career.

despite the fact that the political context negatively affected his artistic ca-
reer, after world war ii, Bacevičius consistently failed to comply with political 
divides. He simultaneously attacked both the conductors of the us symphony or-
chestras and the musical institutions and conductors of the ussr to promote the 
opportunities of the performance of his compositions. the hopes of the emigrée 
composer to be included in the repertoires of the ussr performers might seem a 
bit naive: the composer’s imagination even matured a plan that, should his music 
start to be played in europe, on both sides of the iron curtain, then in the usa 
“they would be also made to play my music, and i would earn several million 
dollars by my records, and should i become famous, i would donate the millions 
to the cultural institutions of Lithuania”.5 again, the composer was slightly na-

4 see for example petrauskaitė: (Lietuvių muzikinės kultūra), 854–868.
5 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to Vytautas montvila, New york, 3 october 1968. Lietuvos literatūros 

ir meno archyvas / LLma (Lithuanian archive of Literature and art), f. 117, inv. 2, No. 12, l. 25.
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Figure 2. poster of Vytautas Bacevičius’ concert, carnegie Hall, 26 april 1953 (Lithuanian ar-
chive of Literature and art)
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ive when he imagined that “russians are extremely musical and their opinion is 
highly appreciated by americans, and i shall be immensely pleased if the russians 
inf luence the conductors of the most famous american orchestras so that they 
would start playing my large symphonic pieces (symphonies, etc.), just as they 
play shostakovich.”6 Bacevičius also took similar steps in the usa: at the end of 
the 1960s, he wrote that, for the first time after ten years, he sent out ten letters 
to ten major usa symphony conductors “to ask them whether they would like 
me to send them some score”.7 He did not expect a quick response, neither was he 
surprised by silence: his experience as a performer made him believe that merely a 
personal contact with interpreters could be effective: “as long as america exists, it 
has never happened that some conductor would borrow the score from the library 
and perform it in a concert. only those scores are performed, both here and in the 
soviet union, that are personally handed to the conductor (provided, of course, 
he likes the score).”8      

all those efforts were completely unsuccessful. in the period between 1940 and 
1970, the composer wrote eleven large-scale symphonic works and concerti, how-
ever, most of them were never included in the repertoires of top us or european 
orchestras, and there are no data to witness that any famous conductor was ever in-
terested in them. the only exception is the case of Sinfonia de la Guerra, written in 
Buenos aires in 1940: in 1943, conductor Leopold stokowski got interested in the 
symphony, having selected it out of numerous compositions sent to him, and in-
tended to include it in the concert programme. However, due to a number of sub-
jective and objective factors, as, e.g., the composer being short of money to have 
the parts rewritten, and the conductor busy with a number of things, including his 
wedding, the symphony never got in the repertoire of american symphonic con-
certs.9 after the composer’s death, emigrée composer and music critic Jakubėnas 
regretted the futile efforts of Bacevičius to get his symphonic pieces performed in 
the usa as a fallacy typical of more than one composer: “sending scores to ‘major 
symphonies’ conductors has two aspects; both are pessimistic. in the best-case 

6 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to Vytautas montvila, New york, 11 January 1969. LLma, f. 117, inv. 
2, No. 12, l. 43.  

7 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to Vytautas montvila, New york, 16 october 1968. LLma, f. 117, inv. 
2, No. 12, l. 30.

8 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to Vytautas montvila, New york, 10 april 1969. LLma, f. 117, inv. 2, 
No. 12, l. 53.

9 rūta stanevičiūtė: “world war ii memory and Narratives in the music of the Lithuanian dias-
pora and soviet Lithuania”, in: The Art of Identity and Memory: Toward a Cultural History of the Two 
World Wars in Lithuania, eds. giedrė Jankevičiūtė, rasutė andriušytė-Žukienė (Brighton, mass.: 
academic studies press, 2016), 257–285.  
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scenario, one can get a photocopy of the score in an unopened envelope, and in 
the worst-case scenario, it shall perish altogether. Vytautas Bacevičius who passed 
away several years ago had known it well and had gone through the mill”.10

paradoxicaly, during the cold war, socialist countries served as a channel for 
Bacevičius’ music to spread outside the usa. after the war, he re-established his 
relationship with czech composer alois Hába, a left-wing musician and opponent 
of stalinism. thanks to Hába’s recommendation, he made contact with dušan 
pandula, violinist of Hába’s string Quartet. in 1947 to 1952, Bacevičius’ composi-
tions written with pandula’s encouragement were performed in czechoslovakia: 
those were string Quartets No. 2 (1947) and No. 3 (1950) and concerto for violin 
and orchestra (1951). in socialist czechoslovakia, Bacevičius was introduced as a 
Lithuanian, i.e. potentially soviet, composer: it was only under cover of ambi-
guity that the compositions of an emigrant residing in the us could get into the 

10 Vladas Jakubėnas: “keli lietuviškos muzikos bruožai” [several Features of Lithuanian music], 
Muzikos žinios, 1976/3–4, see: Vladas Jakubėnas. Straipsniai ir recenzijos. Vol. 2 (Vilnius: Lietuvos 
muzikos akademija, 1994), 1127. 

Figure 3. poster of dušan pandula concert, prague, 30 march 1952 (Lithuanian archive of Litera-
ture and art)
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then severely restricted musical life of czechoslovakia.11 in poland, the family of 
Vytautas Bacevičius that lived there kept silent about him until 1984. they feared 
that the information could harm the career of grażyna Bacewicz, and rightly so, 
as, e.g., in New york in 1940 Bacevičius publicly burnt a newly acquired passport 
of the ussr.

the political standpoint of Bacevičius could be regarded as exceptional merely 
in the milieu of Lithuanian immigrants: political disengagement among the rep-
resentatives of other nations was encountered much more frequently. However, 
his efforts to take advantage of different sides of the political confrontation in the 
years of the cold war have been causing researcher debates over the composer’s 
motivation up to the present time. was it a political naivety or consistent cyni-
cism? the answer should be looked for not in the composer’s character or the con-
text of the events, but by examining his artistic ideology and his standpoint with 
respect to the new cultural reality.

NatioNaLism VErSUS cosmopoLitaNism:  
aLterNatiVes or utopias?

to quote american musicologist Brigid cohen, the studies of european musical 
emigration to the usa were frequently based on issues related to the preserva-
tion of the national identity or transformation: “to what extent did the émigré 
maintain the customs and identifications of an original nation, and to what extent 
did he or she adapt to those of a new homeland?”12 the musicologist set off the 
cases that could be considered in the contexts of transformation of national iden-
tity against the attitudes of open cosmopolitanism. However, in terms of cultural 
transformations in emigration, the alternatives of nationalism and cosmopolita-
nism are not just analogous to the model of resistance and assimilation. in other 
words, not every choice of the position of cosmopolitanism meant attachment to 
the new reality, just as not every expression of émigré nationalism was to be con-
sidered a case of cultural isolation. 

that more complex image of emigration is convenient for the discussion of the 
relationship of Vytautas Bacevičius with the cultural reality and the strategies of 
his artistic career in the usa, as they can hardly be covered by the opposition of 
choices between nationalism and cosmopolitanism. Bacevičius was an artist of a 

11 see rūta stanevičiūtė: Modernumo lygtys. Tarptautinė šiuolaikinės muzikos draugija ir muzikinio mod-
ernizmo sklaida Lietuvoje [Figures of modernity. international society for contemporary music and 
the modern music movement in Lithuania] (Vilnius: Vda, 2015), 350–352. 

12 cohen: “musical modernism beyond the Nation”, 208.
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dual cultural identity: born into a mixed Lithuanian-polish family and educated 
in poland, he arrived in kaunas in 1926, determined to create for the sake of the 
culture of his second motherland, i.e. Lithuania. However, the representation of 
Lithuanian identity in his compositions became relevant to him only after he had 
gone to study in paris, under the inf luence of French modernism, igor stravin-
sky, and the paris school. By contrast, nationalism became completely irrelevant 
to him in emigration; his attitude was ref lected by a quotation from his letter to 
his sister grażyna Bacewicz: “what is my nationality? it’s simple. i am of musical 
nationality. what is my race? the atonal race. and that is all”.13 delimited from a 
national milieu, the supranational position of Bacevičius combined persistent ef-
forts to integrate into american musical life and fierce criticism of the usa musi-
cal institutions and musical tastes. one of the examples of the efforts to integrate 
was a private club of music established by Bacevičius in 1946 which operated for 13 
years. as stated by the composer, in the Bacevicius’ Music Club, concerts and other 
artistic events initially took place every Friday and attracted several hundred peo-
ple, but later they became less frequent. concerts were given by performers of 
the Lithuanian and other nations, exhibitions and concerts of modern dance were 
held; however, the initiative stayed on the margins of the modern american cul-
ture. i would think that was predetermined by several reasons that ref lected not 
just individual attitudes of Bacevičius’ artistic standpoint, but, more broadly, the 
relationship of most european composers of his generation with the new cultural 
reality. 

the first reason was the self-identification with the european tradition of 
modern music as a universal artistic ideology and categorical rejection of ameri-
canisation. critical evaluations of the usa musical culture were best ref lected in 
the numerous letters of Bacevičius to his family in poland (over 2,000 of his letters 
survived). thus, e.g., with reference to the competition of symphonic music in 
1952, the composer described the attitudes of american music critics in its jury in 
fact those of mass culture, representing the interests of the paying classes (“so now 
people know what they’ve paid for when they buy the tickets”)14. the composer’s 
approach did not change after his life in New york for over 20 years. in February 
1963, he went to a concert sponsored by the National association for american 
composers and conductors, a society he entered as early as in 1941 on sergei 

13 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to grażyna Bacewicz, New york, 09 september 1958. cited from 
edmundas gedgaudas (ed. and trans.): Vytautas Bacevičius. II tomas. Išsakyta žodžiais [Vytautas 
Bacevičius. Volume 2. put into words], ed. and trans (Vilnius: petro ofsetas, 2005), 45.

14 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to grażyna Bacewicz, New york, 29 February 1952, cited from kr-
zysztof droba: “Vytautas Bacevičius in america or an artist in a cage”, in: Vytautas Bacevičius in 
Context, eds. rūta stanevičiūtė, Veronika Janatjeva (Vilnius: Lcu, 2009), 121.
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rach maninov’s recommendation: “i could not believe i was in New york. the en-
tire audience seemed such a bunch of hicks to me as if i were in deep provinces in-
stead of the very center of New york […]i tried not to react with my facial muscles 
so that the audience would not complain of my ill-will; as a result, blood boiled in 
me throughout the concert and had the worst possible effect on my nerves. in the 
program, the composers herald themselves as professors of universities of Los an-
geles, New york etc., as students of Nadia Boulanger, Hindemith, walter piston 
and others. as if one needed to be a student of Boulanger and Hindemith to write 
shit! when Frenchmen, poles, italians and others study with Boulanger, they be-
come decent composers, when it’s an american, he is still a shit.”15

the second reason for the marginalisation of the Bacevicius’ Music Club and his 
similar efforts is to be related to the generation gap in the adaptation to the us 
and the transformation of musical ideologies. as argued by Brigid cohen, in the 
cold war, New york crystallized as an archetypal global city in which different 
cosmopolitanisms counterpointed and contested. when comparing the musical ca-
reers made by different composers of the Bacevičius’ generation – émigrés from 

15 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to grażyna Bacewicz, New york, 12 February 1963. cited from ged-
gaudas: Vytautas Bacevičius, 115.

Figure 4. announcement of Vytautas Bacevičius club, New york, 1950 (Lithuanian archive of Lite-
rature and art)
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eastern europe in the usa, one can notice that the national factor, however, had 
a significant impact on the institutional context of their activity. i have in mind 
such cases as active efforts of russian émigré conductors or performers to perform 
the music of russian composers and the like. therefore the transformation of the 
multicultural New york musical scene into a cosmopolitan one was more pro-
nounced in the artistic activities of the second avant-garde generation. thus, e.g., 
Jurgis (george) mačiūnas (1931–1978) of Lithuanian descent, one of the founders 
of the Fluxus movement, did not experience any national restrictions, neglected 
national identifications, and had no need to identify himself with european herit-
age to be able to develop new art.  

traNsFormatioN oF tHe First moderNism  
iN tHe eNViroNmeNt oF tHe secoNd aVaNt-garde 

i would believe that belonging to the interwar modernist generation made a no 
less significant impact on the adaptation of Bacevičius and his peers-composers 
in emigration than political, economic, and sociocultural changes. in the us, the 
Lithuanian composer tried out both strategies, i.e. adaptation and resistance, in 
his activities. as he admitted, on arriving to New york, he yielded to the temp-
tation to adapt to the imaginary american musical milieu and the public taste. 
since late 1950s, Bacevičius had abandoned the strategies to adapt to the american 
cultural environment and turned towards a unique conception of cosmic music, 
thus rethinking his early experiences of atonal music during the era of the second 
avant-garde inspirations. in his articles of the 1950s to 1960s and in his letters to 
Lithuanian artists, to his sister composer grażyna Bacewicz and his brother pianist 
kęstutis Bacevičius who lived in poland, the composer offered an exhaustive ana-
lysis of the opportunities provided to modern composition by serial, sonoristic, 
aleatoric, electronic music, and musique concrète, and simultaneously he discussed a 
broader picture of the 20th century new music development. in the progressivist 
vision of music modernisation, Bacevičius ranked Béla Bartók, alexander skria-
bin, igor stravinsky, olivier messiaen, edgar Varèse, and andré Jolivet, and he 
also closely analysed the works of the post-war avant-garde representatives pierre 
Boulez, karlheinz stockhausen, Luigi Nono, iannis Xenakis, Luciano Berio, Bru-
no maderna, witold Lutosławski, krzysztof penderecki, and others. Just like in 
his early creative period, Bacevičius took a sceptical view of the direction advo-
cated by the second Viennese school and the alternatives offered by the associated 
serialism and other composing techniques that relied on strict rules: “composers 
[…] have to particularly beware of getting caught in mathematical puzzles and to 
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remember that music is not just dry mathematics”.16 He also had reservations about 
electronic music and musique concrète: “the fantastic instruments and unheard ef-
fects of electronic music, as well as admirable timbres and excellent sound vibra-
tion and dynamics, reveal for us a source of valuable opportunities for the music of 
the future, however, before new instruments are invented and produced that could 
make use of that source, electronic music does not have any future, as a corpse 
shall not be inspired by any spirit. and a machine is just a corpse”.17 “[s]peaking of 
musique concrète, it is very interesting […] it is magical music (with vibrations and 
glissando), however, it is still in the cradle.”18  

encouraged by his friend visual artist adomas galdikas to take an interest in 
New york experimental music composers, and primarily in the works of John 
cage, Bacevičius failed to find a counterweight to the “terror” of serialism in the 
world of aleatoric, and in the freedoms of indeterminacy he saw a threat to “a crea-
tor’s principle of perfection”.19 in his lecture on the contemporary european music, 
given in Boston college of music in 1965, the Lithuanian composer presented the 
late conception of “cosmic music” in a more exhaustive way, by positioning his ver-
sion of avant-garde composing in the environment of the classics of the twentieth 
century modern music and the new phenomena. as a source of inspiration for his 
later “cosmic” works,  Bacevičius chose not the darmstadt mainstream, but edgard 
Varèse and olivier messiaen, as well as abstract art: “cosmic music suggests a great 
aesthetic evolution [...] the idea is not a new one: skriabin, Jolivèt, Bartók and Va-
rèse have already composed music of this kind.”20 one of the origins of Bacevičius’ 
idea of cosmic music derived from esp (extra sensory perception) states, i.e. from 

16 Vytautas Bacevičius: “Laikas neina atgal [time does Not tun Backwards]”, Draugas, 19 october 1963. 
as early as during his studies in paris, Bacevičius adopted the distrust of, or even hostility towards, 
the second Viennese school typical of the French musical milieu. the Lithuanian composer never 
provided any broader comment; however, one could assume that, having started to identify himself 
with atonal music since the end of the 1920s, he could have meant the theoretical conception of the 
correlation of polytonality and atonality, advocated by darius milhaud in the 20s. as he stated having 
got acquainted with arnold schoenberg’s system many years ago, Bacevičius more openly presented 
his negative view on the second Viennese creative style in his letter to sister grażyna in 1958: “as for 
the dead, i consider the creators of dodecaphonic music to be absolute spiritual corpses. to combine 
notes in a certain fixed order means exclusively brain work, detached from an absolute music com-
poser’s emotional world, spiritual experiences, and subtlest feelings”. see Vytautas Bacevičius ‘ letter 
to grażyna Bacewicz, New york, 29 october 1958. Quoted after gedgaudas: Vytautas Bacevičius, 54. 

17 Bacevičius: “Laikas neina atgal”.
18 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to grażyna Bacewicz, paris, 05 september 1961. cited from gedgaudas: 

Vytautas Bacevičius, 90.
19 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to Vytautas montvila, New york, 15 November 1968. LLma, f. 117, 

inv. 2, No. 12, l. 37.
20 Vytautas Bacevičius: lecture Contemporary Music in Europe, Boston college of music, 1965. LLma, 

f. 117, inv. 2, No. 12.
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going beyond the three-dimensional reality and into one’s own spiritual universe, 
equivalent to that of the cosmos. in 1963, he wrote in his letter to sister grażyna: 

From now on i’m going to write pure and atonal music. i am going to draw all ideas 
from my own universe and filter them through my own mentality guided by my 
own logic. since i hate mathematical puzzles, systems and techniques, i reject and 
have no intention of borrowing from others; my logic will be naturally based on 
the strictest discipline, which will take into account all conditions necessary to 
create purely atonal music - not serial, however, since my music will be virtually 
unrepeatable, yet with much stress on structures rythmiques. i am going to draw on the 
entire wisdom of my universe and put it to paper to be ordered by logic. i spit on 
schaeffer and goléa, who claim that those composers are the most significant who 
write according to established systems, especially the serial one, while those who 
don’t adopt the serial technique are nothing but dilettantes. i hope you believe 
me, [grażyna], that i need no intuition to enter my extra-material universe, its 
purely abstract spheres, higher and higher into the light, the apex of perfection. 

example 1. Vytautas Bacevičius, Graphique, op. 68 (1964). Fragment of graphical notation – “a film 
of the score”. music information centre Lithuania
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although i am myself imprisoned in a bodily prison, my own universe it contains 
is infinitely great.21

the opus magnum of his late creative period – Graphique for symphony orchestra 
(1964) – is an emblematic composition that reveals a kind of atonality revision at 
the time of the second avant-garde practices. intended to become the first opus of a 
never completed cycle of nine symphonic compositions Sahasrara Chakra, the com-
position was set out in two forms: the graphical notation and the traditional score. 

By relating that and other late compositions to the new atonality, the composer 
undoubtedly used the concept of atonality very freely, as a characteristic of abstract 
music based on avant-garde art principles. the late works of Bacevičius can be partly 
related to the historical practices of atonal music merely due to the polycentric mod-
elling of macro- and micro-structures, with simultaneous heavily enforcing a re-
fined heteronymic vertical of the musical texture. By particularly frequently refer-
ring to the vibration category to define the philosophical conception of the cosmic 
music, the composer convincingly developed the latter in the score of the Graphique 
also by use of micro-timbral thinking, differentiation of orchestral sections and in-
dividual instruments, and treating them quite emphatically. it has to be noted that 
the architectonics of the composition was greatly affected by the attention paid to 
the richness of the orchestral colour, especially to the wind instruments and four 
percussion groups. in danutė palionytė’s opinion, the Graphique by Bacevičius is to 
be considered a kind of a sonorism,22 merely in it, contrary to the conventional com-
positions of that trend, sonoric clusters were given up and sonic consonances were 
sought to be maximally differentiated. that enables one to find the conceptual and 
sonic analogies in the cosmic music developed by Bacevičius and the searches in the 
twentieth century musica mundana, undoubtedly attributable to messiaen and Varèse, 
admired by the Lithuanian composer, and karlheinz stockhausen, moderately ap-
preciated by him.  simultaneously, in the scores of the Graphique by Bacevičius, as 
well as in other scores of the late “cosmic” period, one can find structural analogies 
with other theoretical conceptions and practices of the composers of the 1950s to 
1960s. as an example, the conception of sound types of new music (Klangtypen der 
Neuen Musik)23 by Helmut Lachenmann can be named: the invariants of a number of 
those types are found in the above-mentioned compositions by Bacevičius. 

21 Vytautas Bacevičius’ letter to grażyna Bacewicz, New york, 18 march 1963. cited from droba: 
“Vytautas Bacevičius in america”, 132–133.

22 danutė palionytė: “Vytauto Bacevičiaus simfoninės muzikos vizija [Vision of symphonic mu-
sic in Vytautas Bacevičius’s work]”, in: Vytautas Bacevičius. I tomas. Gyvenimo partitūra [Vytautas 
Bacevičius. Volume 1. Life score], ed. ona Narbutienė (Vilnius: petro ofsetas, 2005), 333.

23 cf. Helmut Lachenmann: “klangtypen der Neuen musik“, in: Musik als existentielle Erfahrung. 
Schriften 1966–1995, ed. Josef Häusler (wiesbaden: Breitkopf, 1996), 1–20.
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example 2. Vytautas Bacevičius, Graphique, op. 68 (1964). sound type of texture sound (Texturklang). 
music information centre Lithuania
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example 3. Vytautas Bacevičius, Graphique, op. 68 (1964). sound type of f luctuation sound (Fluktu-
ationsklang). music information centre Lithuania
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Late creatioN aNd artistic escapism iN eXiLe  

compared to other less seldom analysed works of the interwar modernism late pe-
riod, the composition of Bacevičius can be assigned to the strategy of escapism. as 
a similar example of cultural strategy, one can name arthur Lourié’s (1892–1966) 
late creative period in the usa. Lourié was equally critical of american cultural 
reality: in his drawings the composer depicted himself as Hamlet with a skull in 
his hands, locked in an american prison titled “the League of composers”. Quo-
tation from his ref lections on death from the american period: 

i was thinking tonight that it is still possible to live in america […] it is very 
hard, but possible. However, the thought about death here is totally unbearable. 
one has to leave from here to die, to go anywhere, away from here. it is difficult 
to get rid of the impression that no sooner you die than you are made into […] 
tooth paste, a bar of shaving soap, coca-cola or something similar. there is no 
way from here either to heavens or the underworld; all the roads instead lead to 
a factory of sorts where even souls are transformed into commercial products.24  

in this context, it is useful to remember Lydia goehr’s proposal to discuss emigra-
tion not merely from the historical, but also from the theoretical perspective, by 
recording not only the geographical and cultural changes of artist’s living envi-
ronment, but also the existential and psychological conditions.25 How should we 
interpret the double – physical and creative – exile in which the first modernism 
composers, who had been committed to the innovation ideology during the in-
terwar period, appeared in the environment of the second avant-garde? in that 
respect, i find a multiphase stage model of the composer’s creative way proposed 
by polish musicologist mieczysław tomaszewski very handy. in that model, the 
composer identified six situations of creative options:

1. appropriation of traditions (taking root in the cultural environment); 
2. the first fascination (crystallisation of ideals); 
3. resistance and rebellion; 
4. a significant meeting (existential communication); 
5. existential threat; 
6. Loneliness and liberation.26

24 cited from olesya Bobrik: “Farewell to st petersburg. From arthur Lourié’s memoirs on russia”, 
in: Vytautas Bacevičius in Context, 139–140.

25 Lydia goehr: “music and musicians in exile: the romantic Legacy of a double Life”, in: Driven 
Into Paradise. The Musical Migration from Nazi Germany to the United States, eds. reinhold Brinkmann, 
christoph wolff (Berkeley, Los angeles, London: university of california press, 1999), 69.  

26 mieczysław tomaszewski: “Życia twórcy punkty węzłowe. rekonesans”, res facta 11 (2010), 79–90. 
italics mine.
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differently from t. w. adorno, tomaszewski considers phase five to be that of 
late creation, and stage six, the last one, and describes it in the following way: 
“that is a complex of existential experiences. a moment of farewells and separa-
tions, looking back at the past and running towards the future, when memories 
come back to life and almost irrational plans are born. However, first of all, it is a 
sense of solitude and the liberation of imagination leading towards ’new shores’”. 
to make the musicologist’s reasoning clear, i shall present an extended character-
istic of the two last phases of creation.

the phase of late creation shall be most frequently predetermined by the moment of 
existential threat. the forming “shadow line” and the cathartic moment bring an 
emotional breakdown and cleansing. that allows one to take a fresh look at one’s 
work, to free oneself from internal and external constraints, to reduce optional 
means and to seek new ones. the phase is marked by an inclination towards 
autobiographical observations, spirituality, and the preference for pantheistic, 
philosophical, and sacred themes. 
[the last works] are particularly affected by a strong sense of solitude which is 
paradoxically accompanied by a sense of liberation. that is followed by self-
immersion, detachment from the immediate reality, the f light of imagination 
and disintegration, the return to the beginning and the striving towards hardly 
articulated fields of opportunities. [...] mystical and metaphysical accents are 
frequent. the fragmentation of works is compensated for by unity and harmony 
based on supersonic parameters.27

tomaszewski’s model, in its own specific way related to Lydia goehr’s exile inter-
pretation, may serve as a tool to avoid the marginalisation of the late compositions 
of Bacevičius that would unavoidably result from a narrow technological analysis 
of his symphonic work Graphique and others. it was only in the years of the re-
stored independence that Bacevičius’ music became more frequently performed in 
Lithuania and, after his centenary, also abroad. However, the composer’s inclu-
sion in the national music modernisation narratives shows that the conceptual and 
technological parallels are insufficient to contextualise Bacevičius’ music in the 
twentieth-century musical modernism. Based on a still viable model of cosmo-
politan centres and national peripheries, the case of Bacevičius is to be interpreted 
as a solitary creative path, hardly related to the mainstreams. in such a context, 
Brigid cohen’s productive insight should be taken into account: in the analysis 
of the twentieth-century musical processes, it is necessary to more closely exam-
ine the emigrants’ hybrid identifications and the political and cultural contexts of 

27 idem, italics mine.
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their recreation. However, i would think that the conception supported by philo-
sophical and psychological arguments expands the usual interpretation of creative 
strategies of émigré composers. such an interpretation is of special importance for 
the analysis of the cases of the twentieth century mass emigration, with numerous 
experiences of those defined by Homi Bhabha as “victims of modernity, [...] bereft 
of those comforts and customs of national belonging” being considered as a more 
general trend.28 

28 see Homi Bhabha: “cosmopolitanisms”, in: Cosmopolitanism. eds. carol Breckenridge, sheldon 
pollock, Homi k. Bhabha, dipesh chakrabarty (durham: duke university press, 2002), 6.


